Till now, big data is an emerging paradigm applied to massive datasets whose size is beyond the ability of commonly used software tools to capture, manage, and process within a tolerable elapsed time. Big data are very important for us to understand the world. Big data are often captured from various sources including social media, sensors network, scientific applications, surveillance, Internet texts and documents, business intelligence and web logs. There are several typical characteristics, including large size, heterogeneous structures, complex processing.
In big data world, there are many important techniques, including novel programming model, new system architecture, novel data storage schemes and novel data partition schemes, etc. Since P2P technologies show the good scalability, low processing cost in the last years on media streaming and file sharing services, it can be applied into the big data management to solve some key problems, including how to organize big data for indexing, searching, processing in a good distributed way, and how to assign data processing jobs in distributed environment.
The purpose of the proposed Special Issue of Peer-to-Peer Networking and Applications is to provide a comprehensive view into recent advances in big data management.
Topics of interest of this special issue include, but are not limited to:
 Metadata organizations in big data storage  Caching schemes in big data storage  Searching schemes in big data storage  Security and privacy issues in big data storage  Jobs assignments in big data processing  Faults tolerant schemes in big data processing  Temporary data management in big data processing  Visualization in big data processing  Algorithms and applications for big data
